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GPI is a high-contrast AO system being built for the 
Gemini Observatory (Macintosh et al. 2008). GPI 
combines 

• high order AO wavefront control
• coronagraphic diffraction suppression
• precision IR wavefront calibration
• a speckle-suppressing science camera

GPI is well into its integration & test phase, and first 
light is planned for about 1 year from now.

GPI's  primary science goal is the direct imaging and 
characterization of young, Jovian-mass exoplanets in 
thermal emission. GPI also seeks to image scattered 
light from debris disks with optical depths down to as 
low as τ ~ 4×10-5. 
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Fig. 1.—Left: Image of the reflected light disk around HD 141569 shown in a stretch that is linear with flux density. The eastern side of the disk is brighter
because of the intrinsic scattering phase function of the dust. Right: Deprojected image of the disk using an inclination angle of 51!. Artifacts from small instabilities
in the PSF subtraction process include the radial “streamers” and the dark “finger” in the inner disk at the 4 o’clock position. These residuals do not significantly
affect the radial profile or the integrated flux density. The diffraction spikes narrow to higher radius as the overlap between the two sets of observations at different
orientations increases and allows pixels behind the spikes in one image to be replaced by pixels from the other image.

Fig. 2.—Azimuthally averaged surface brightness profile of the disk after
the subtraction of three different PSF stars. The error bars represent only the
statistical uncertainty in the mean surface brightness at each radius. At radii
greater than !160 AU, the three profiles are consistent to within these un-
certainties. The subtractions with t1 Eri and 49 Cet suggest that the disk flux
falls off substantially inside of 160 AU.

applied to the final F110W images in which 1 ADU s =!1

Jy and 0 mag = 1775 Jy (M. Rieke 1999, private!62.031# 10
communication).
In the reduced and calibrated NICMOS images, scattered

light from the star still dominates the flux levels at radii of
1!–5!, so in order to see the disk, a PSF star must be subtracted.
The same observing strategy and the F110W filter were used
for 14 other stars in this GTO program, and targets that do not
show extended disk emission form a library of possible PSF

stars. The detailed character of the NICMOS PSF changes with
time primarily because of thermal variations in the HST optical
assembly (Kulkarni et al. 1999); hence, some PSF star sub-
tractions produce much lower residuals than others. Each PSF
image was registered using cubic convolution interpolation to
the images of HD 141569 at each spacecraft orientation. Only
stars brighter than HD 141569 were considered, and the PSF
subtraction residuals are dominated by systematic uncertainties.
Scattered light from two nearby stars outside the field of

view (see § 5.1) pollutes the northwest corner of the image.
For both roll angles, we used synthetic PSFs generated with
Tiny Tim (Krist & Hook 1997) and positioned them at the
locations of the two stars in order to subtract this excess scatter.
A small amount of residual flux, however, can still be seen in
Figure 1.
Figure 2 compares the azimuthally averaged disk flux that

was observed after the subtraction of each of the three best-
matched PSF stars. Two of these PSF stars, t1 Eridani and
49 Ceti, were disk candidates in which no disk was detected,
and the third, HR 4748, was observed specifically as a PSF
star. At radii greater than 1!.6 (160 AU), the morphology of
the disk is consistent in all three subtractions. The subtraction
of 49 Cet yielded the smallest amplitude residuals, and all
further analysis was carried out on images using it as the PSF.
The PSF-subtracted images from each telescope roll were

rotated to a common orientation and averaged. Regions of the
image that were obscured by the diffraction spikes in one roll
were replaced where possible by uncorrupted regions in the
other roll.

4. RESULTS

The PSF-subtracted, roll-combined coronagraphic image of
HD 141569 is shown in the left panel of Figure 1. An elongated
disk is clearly evident at radii from !1!.6 to 4! (160–400 AU)
from the star. Elliptical isophotes were fitted to the disk image,
yielding a position angle of and a ratio of the minor356! " 5!
to major axes of . If, as is likely for dust orbiting0.63" 0.04
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Fig. 1.—Left: Image of the reflected light disk around HD 141569 shown in a stretch that is linear with flux density. The eastern side of the disk is brighter
because of the intrinsic scattering phase function of the dust. Right: Deprojected image of the disk using an inclination angle of 51!. Artifacts from small instabilities
in the PSF subtraction process include the radial “streamers” and the dark “finger” in the inner disk at the 4 o’clock position. These residuals do not significantly
affect the radial profile or the integrated flux density. The diffraction spikes narrow to higher radius as the overlap between the two sets of observations at different
orientations increases and allows pixels behind the spikes in one image to be replaced by pixels from the other image.

Fig. 2.—Azimuthally averaged surface brightness profile of the disk after
the subtraction of three different PSF stars. The error bars represent only the
statistical uncertainty in the mean surface brightness at each radius. At radii
greater than !160 AU, the three profiles are consistent to within these un-
certainties. The subtractions with t1 Eri and 49 Cet suggest that the disk flux
falls off substantially inside of 160 AU.

applied to the final F110W images in which 1 ADU s =!1

Jy and 0 mag = 1775 Jy (M. Rieke 1999, private!62.031# 10
communication).
In the reduced and calibrated NICMOS images, scattered

light from the star still dominates the flux levels at radii of
1!–5!, so in order to see the disk, a PSF star must be subtracted.
The same observing strategy and the F110W filter were used
for 14 other stars in this GTO program, and targets that do not
show extended disk emission form a library of possible PSF

stars. The detailed character of the NICMOS PSF changes with
time primarily because of thermal variations in the HST optical
assembly (Kulkarni et al. 1999); hence, some PSF star sub-
tractions produce much lower residuals than others. Each PSF
image was registered using cubic convolution interpolation to
the images of HD 141569 at each spacecraft orientation. Only
stars brighter than HD 141569 were considered, and the PSF
subtraction residuals are dominated by systematic uncertainties.
Scattered light from two nearby stars outside the field of

view (see § 5.1) pollutes the northwest corner of the image.
For both roll angles, we used synthetic PSFs generated with
Tiny Tim (Krist & Hook 1997) and positioned them at the
locations of the two stars in order to subtract this excess scatter.
A small amount of residual flux, however, can still be seen in
Figure 1.
Figure 2 compares the azimuthally averaged disk flux that

was observed after the subtraction of each of the three best-
matched PSF stars. Two of these PSF stars, t1 Eridani and
49 Ceti, were disk candidates in which no disk was detected,
and the third, HR 4748, was observed specifically as a PSF
star. At radii greater than 1!.6 (160 AU), the morphology of
the disk is consistent in all three subtractions. The subtraction
of 49 Cet yielded the smallest amplitude residuals, and all
further analysis was carried out on images using it as the PSF.
The PSF-subtracted images from each telescope roll were

rotated to a common orientation and averaged. Regions of the
image that were obscured by the diffraction spikes in one roll
were replaced where possible by uncorrupted regions in the
other roll.

4. RESULTS

The PSF-subtracted, roll-combined coronagraphic image of
HD 141569 is shown in the left panel of Figure 1. An elongated
disk is clearly evident at radii from !1!.6 to 4! (160–400 AU)
from the star. Elliptical isophotes were fitted to the disk image,
yielding a position angle of and a ratio of the minor356! " 5!
to major axes of . If, as is likely for dust orbiting0.63" 0.04
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Lenslet-based IFS
heritage from TIGER (Bacon et al. 1995)
and OSIRIS (Larkin et al. 2006)

GPI’s science camera is a near-
infrared integral field spectrograph 
and polarimeter that can provide 
either R~30-80 spectroscopy or  
broadband dual-channel polarimetry 
in 5 bands from 1-2.5 µm.
Polarimetry mode is implemented via 
a novel ‘integral field polarimetry’ 
optical design (Perrin et al. 2008, 
2010) that will provide enhanced 
speckle suppression over prior high-
contrast polarimeters by eliminating 
non-common-path WFE between the 
channels.

Above: conceptual schematics showing the on-detector 
layout of spectra (right) and polarization channel pairs (left). 
Compare with actual data, shown below. 
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Above: The GPI optomechanical structure, 
newly arrived in the high bay cleanroom at 
UCSC LAO in December 2010. The black 
frame surrounds the AO system and other 
optical elements. The blue enclosure and its 
twin hidden on the opposite side are the 
two electronics racks.
   During the spring and early summer, the 
rest of the components of GPI will be 
installed into this structure, tested 
extensively, and prepared for shipment to 
Chile near the end of this year.

Above: GPI’s integral field spectrograph/polarimeter, built by UCLA 
and U de Montreal. The inset shows the path that science light 
follows inside the dewar, passing through reimaging optics, a lenslet 
array, a dispersing prism and filter wheel, and then onto the H2RG 
detector. The cold Lyot pupil wheel allows selection of the optimal 
stop tuned for a particular coronagraph design.
Right: These cutouts from our first-light tests in the lab show the 
excellent performance of the assembled optical system. Compare 
with the conceptual schematics shown above.

IFS Lab Test Data It works!

spectral mode polarization mode

The 2.5 years since GPI passed its critical design 
review in 2008 have been very productive, and we’re 
eagerly looking forward to shipping it out later this 
year. The optomechanical structure, calibration 
interferometer, and coronagraph masks, have already 
been delivered to UCSC.  The science camera is 
undergoing pre-ship testing and review at UCLA for 
delivery this spring. And initial versions of a data 
pipeline, user tools, and analysis GUIs are all ready 
and awaiting science data.  We expect to deliver to
Gemini South in late 2011 and begin science 
operations in 2012.

Systematics & Calibration

Simulation Methodology
To verify the expected performance of GPI, we have carried out extensive modeling. Our detailed 
simulations of the AO control loop model multi-layer atmospheres, woofer/tweeter correction, and 
the full GPI AOC algorithm set to evaluate the effects of residual speckles on timescales of up to 30 
seconds. Our static wave-optics model then uses a Fresnel optics code to propagate phase and 
intensity from arbitrary surfaces within the system, to evaluate the contribution of quasi-static 
components to the long-exposure PSF. 

The derived PSF then is sent through our spectrograph/polarimeter data simulator, which 
propagates each individual lenslet’s light along the full optical path of the IFS through the 
dispersing elements and onto the detector, including effects such as sky rotation, instrumental 
polarization and modulation, and detector flat fielding, read noise, and photon noise. We can then 
process the simulated observations through the initial release version of the GPI Data Pipeline to 
derive final polarization images and sensitivities. The GPI data pipeline (Maire et al. 2010) is 
written in IDL, supports multiple speckle suppression algorithms, and is modular and easily 
extensible. It also includes GUI tools optimized for high-contrast IFS and polarimetry data.
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Above: block diagram of 
GPI’s major components.
Right: a random test 
pattern displayed in phase 
on our 44x44 actuator 
deformable mirror.

H band, 5th mag

H band, 8th mag

J band, 8th mag

Above: From top to bottom, simulated GPI PSFs for a sample of filters and target brightness, a 
simulated polarimetry mode full raw frame, and simulated reduced science observations. The left disk 
sim shows a hypothetical debris disk comparable to HD 181327 but more distant, while the right 
simulation of HD 141569A shows the improved inner working angle and contrast.
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Above: Expected instrumental polarization Mueller matrix in the 
case of GPI side-mounted and thus viewing the tertiary fold. The 
dominant terms cross terms have magnitudes ~ 1% (assuming 
circular polarization is negligible in the input beam.)  
Observations of polarization standards will be used to update 
our models to match empirical performance.

GPI's sensitivity to disk-scattered light relies on 
differential polarimetry to suppress PSF speckles. 
The achieved performance depends both on the 
science camera calibration (for which reason we 
developed a new polarimeter design optimized 
for high contrast) and also on our ability to 
calibrate instrumental polarization

Calibration accuracy of <0.3% in degree and <20º in phase is required to ensure that final 
uncertainties are not dominated by systematics. Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that 
our in-lab and on-the-sky calibration plans should achieve accuracies at least ~ 0.5º. We 
conservatively estimate 1% residual post-suppression speckles, comparable to polarimetric 
performance achieved at Lick (Perrin et al. 2008, Hinkley et al. 2009).  This factor includes 
systematic uncertainty from instrumental polarization, flat fielding uncertainties, and 
crosstalk between polarization channels on the detector.

 of the Gemini telescope plus GPI AO system.

GPI’s performance is 
best inside the square 
‘dark hole’ created by 
the coronagraph inside 
the AO control region. 
Outside of that region 
( 1”), the PSF halo 
remains unchanged and 
t h u s G P I w i l l n o t 
substantially improve 
beyond the current state 
of the art.

�

We show here predicted polarimetric surface brightness sensitivity per spatial element, 
assuming polarimetry is the only speckle suppression used (no ADI or other PSF subtraction) 
and given a residual polarized noise floor of 1% of total intensity due to calibration 
uncertainties for instrumental polarization and detector artifacts(see below). Plotted above in 
solid lines are PSF radial profiles based on our most recent AO simulations. In dotted lines 
are the derived 5σ sensitivity levels per resolution element. Surface brightness levels for a 
few known disks are also indicated for comparison at right. 

GPI will be able to detect faint disks at smaller inner working angles than current 
instruments at Keck, Gemini, or VLT.

H band, r0 = 14.5 cm
(median Cerro Pachon atmos).

Gemini Observatory has recently released a call for proposals for campaign science with 
GPI starting in semester 2012B (see the Gemini web site for full details.)  The resulting 
science program is expected to contain observations of circumstellar disks as well as direct 
imaging of self-luminous Jovian exoplanets. 

GPI will excel in both assembling large statistical samples via survey operations, and also 
detailed followup studies of particular interesting objects.  The improved contrast and inner 
working angle lend themselves to investigations of the inner regions of bright, known disks 
(for instance see the simulation of HD141569 at left). The connection between circumstellar 
dust and giant planets will be a key area of study, for instance through observations of debris 
systems with warm dust potentially stirred by exoplanets. Detection of disk substructure such 
as gaps, clumps, and rings can provide evidence for unseen planets or provide dynamical 
constraints on planetary masses.

But GPI’s greatest impact on disk science may be imaging surveys of larger samples of more 
distant or fainter disks; the majority of nearby disks known from IR excesses remain 
unimaged (Rhee et al. 2007).  In conjunction with SED modeling and resolved imaging at 
other wavelengths with JWST, Herschel, and/or ALMA, GPI disk observations have the 
potential to greatly advance our understanding of disk architectures and evolution. 


